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Abstract—Operational weather radars in the U.S. and other
countries in the world are challenged in providing low-altitude
observations of rainfall due to the Earth’s curvature and their
deployment in “sparse” networks spaced hundreds of km apart.
Given this limitation, work is underway to explore the feasibility
of “dense” networks of small X-band radars. One approach de-
veloped by a student team from the U.S. Engineering Research
Center for Collaborative and Adaptive Sensing of the Atmosphere
(CASA) uses low-cost networks of simple, single-polarization
radars that are not dependent on existing infrastructure, operat-
ing using solar energy and ad-hoc wireless networks, providing
gap-filling data with improved temporal and spatial resolution.
This “off-the-grid” (OTG) concept is one that might offer a means
to monitor rainfall and provide useful data where it is not feasible
or cost-effective to deploy more costly and more accurate radars.
This paper describes the OTG concept and design, and presents
examples of collected data and respective comparisons from this
OTG network with measurements from an S-band NEXRAD
radar as well as rainfall data from a set of rain gauges located
in Puerto Rico. Results show that CASA OTG radars can provide
improved spatial and temporal rainfall estimates with consistent
or improved estimated errors when compared to the S-band radar.
End user validation was demonstrated in collaboration with the
U.S. National Weather Service during system deployment for
the XXI Central American and Caribbean Games celebrated at
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico during the Summer of 2010.

Index Terms—Meteorological radar, rainfall monitoring, sensor
networks, solar energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE high acquisition and recurring cost of long-range
weather radars and the associated challenges of proper de-

ployment into the infrastructure motivate today’s technology of
“sparse” weather radar networks. Such networks are typically
comprised of physically large, high-power radars spaced hun-
dreds of kilometers apart. The curvature of the earth between
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these radars results in the radars being blocked from observing
rainfall and other weather in low altitudes (below ∼2 km). This
situation applies to the U.S. operational weather radar network
and has been documented in the National Research Council
[1] report for weather technology beyond the present S-band
network.

Today’s approach to rainfall estimation using radar in the
U.S. involves using observations taken aloft (e.g., 2 km or more
above the ground) and extrapolating them toward the ground in
order to estimate rainfall amounts close to the ground. While in
general, the vertical distribution of rain rate should be more or
less constant (neglecting precipitation trails and evaporation),
this can result in errors due to the vertical variations of the
radar reflectivity, as it varies with changes in the drop size
distributions. Given the limitations of such techniques, work
is underway to explore the feasibility of “dense” networks of
small X-band radars [2]. The concept is to place the radars
close enough to one another (e.g., 30 km apart) to defeat earth
curvature blockage and measure rainfall amounts closer to the
ground. These efforts show promise, but success will ultimately
depend on being able to cost effectively deploy networks com-
prised of hundreds, or even thousands, of small radars.

The National Science Foundation (NSF) Engineering Re-
search Center (ERC) for Collaborative and Adaptive Sensing of
the Atmosphere (CASA) project is presently concentrating on
two radar network approaches. One approach uses a network of
four small dual-polarization radars installed in “Tornado Alley,”
Oklahoma. The second approach, which is the subject of this
paper, uses a network of very low-cost, single-polarization
radars installed in Puerto Rico. This innovative design grew en-
tirely out of a student-led research systems engineering educa-
tional project. A group of undergraduate and graduate students,
with the help of their respective faculty advisors, have devel-
oped the entire concept and have led all aspects of this project.
Thus, this project is innovative not only in radar network design,
but also in the educational approach of engineering students.

Presently, there is a concern among National Weather
Service (NWS) forecast meteorologists and emergency man-
agers regarding the need for more accurate radar data from
the lower layers of the atmosphere. In this particular region,
the earth’s curvature limits weather observations due to the
long ranges covered by today’s current technology [1]. This is
the case for Puerto Rico, where a single WSR-88D NEXRAD
radar was installed about 100 km away from the west of the
island, limiting our ability to observe weather events (e.g., low
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level rainfall, high winds, and water spouts) close to the ground
(below ∼2 km). Another challenge in the deployment of long
range radars in complex terrain (Puerto Rico’s situation) can be
signal blockage from mountains.

A proof-of-concept campaign of the off-the-grid (OTG)
weather radar network design through deployment and
experiments conducted in western Puerto Rico was coordinated
by University of Puerto Rico Mayagüez (UPRM) students and
the NWS Office in San Juan. A network of three such radars
was then operated during the Central American and Caribbean
Games (CAC) in summer 2010 in conjunction with the NWS.

This paper describes the OTG concept, design architecture,
and network configuration, as well as initial results in the
retrieval of reflectivity measurements, and side-by-side compar-
isons with the S-band NEXRAD radar located in Puerto Rico.
Moreover, we provide system validation with a description
and results from proof-of-concept events conducted in western
Puerto Rico with operational end users, while operating the
radars during the CAC summer games in conjunction with
the NWS.

II. OTG RADAR NETWORK INNOVATION CONCEPT

Much current effort on quantitative precipitation estimation
(QPE) in the CASA project and elsewhere focuses on the use
of dual-polarization waveforms and related retrieval algorithms
[3]. The innovation in this paper takes a different approach:
we recognize that some degree of rainfall monitoring close
to the ground is better than no monitoring (i.e., the current
situation in some parts of the world) and potentially better than
monitoring based on extrapolations from observations aloft. We
recognize the challenge of designing low-cost radars that are
capable of high quality QPE. We also recognize the challenge
of deploying large numbers of radars in regions where adequate
infrastructure (e.g., power, data backhaul) is either not available
or too costly to utilize in a dense network. With these ideas in
mind, CASA’s student team has designed a radar network based
on very low-cost (e.g., less than $30 k [USD] in parts for the
entire system and includes the radar hardware and solar energy
and wireless communication parts), single-polarization radars
that are not dependent on any existing power-line, computation,
or data communication infrastructure. This low infrastructure
requirement, which we call an “OTG” concept [4], means
that the system is able to monitor rainfall and provide useful
data in a variety of deployments lacking power, communica-
tion, and computation infrastructure. Other groups, [5], [6],
are also experimenting with very low-cost and high-resolution
X-band radar concepts. Moreover, an experiment for precipita-
tion and attenuation estimates from a high-resolution weather
radar network (PATTERN) of X-band radars was recently pro-
posed [7]. Our system is mainly differentiated by operating as
an OTG network of overlapping radars.

During the proof-of-concept campaign, data from our test
network have been used to identify small-scale rain cells with
better temporal and spatial resolution, and with lower level
coverage, than the operational NEXRAD installation in Puerto
Rico. The key to retrieving such useful data was to configure the
radars with overlapping coverage, operate them at short range,
and use image mosaics to improve the data quality above what
would be achieved by a single radar.

TABLE I
OTG RADAR OTG SPECIFICATIONS

III. OTG RADAR NETWORK DEVELOPMENT

AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Radar Node Description

Undergraduate and graduate students, under faculty supervi-
sion at the UPRM, in collaboration with other CASA University
partners at the University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass)
and Colorado State University, have deployed three portable
X-band OTG radars, by modifying commercially available
marine navigation units. These radars were developed to pro-
vide rainfall measurements at coverage ranges between 15 and
20 km and were strategically located in the western region of
the island. They were designed to operate even in the event of
power loss, unplugged from the electrical grid, and are capable
of transmitting data through ad-hoc wireless point-to-point
links while using protocols and algorithms that enable these
radars to operate as an “OTG” network of overlapping radars.

System modifications from the stock marine radar unit in-
clude the replacement of the standard fan-beam antenna with a
smaller beamwidth parabolic reflector antenna, the integration
of the data collection and control interface, and a low-power
embedded computer [8]. The antenna was replaced in order
to improve the spatial resolution, increase the sensitivity gain,
and to reduce ground clutter signal contamination. Due to the
small size of the aperture and to reduce rainfall attenuation
effects [9], no radome was installed on the antenna. The OTG
radar specifications are summarized in Table I. For the initial
network deployment, we were evaluating two different radar
models with two different magnetron power transmitters as
shown in Table I. Because of the lower cost and short range
applications, we decided to use the lower power radars. For
longer range applications (30 km to 40 km), the high-powered
magnetron radar is more suitable due to the path attenuation and
the improved radar sensitivity.

The installed wireless point-to-point communication and
control link allows the transfer of the collected data from
remote places to a server located at the UPRM campus. A solar
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Fig. 1. CASA OTG radar, solar and wireless subsystems, and radar processor.

Fig. 2. OTG radar cross-calibration with CSU-CHILL S-band radar.

subsystem that includes two solar panels and two high direct
current batteries is used to power and operate the radar when not
using the power grid. The solar power subsystem was designed
to provide approximately 8 h of OTG radar operation with a full
battery charge. Fig. 1 shows photographs of the prototype OTG
radar system parts.

The operational time of the radar when using solar energy
would depend on the energy harvested through the solar panels
and the energy saved in the batteries. The current solar power
subsystem design was optimized for the solar radiation and op-
eration in Puerto Rico (warm tropical climate). For the current
design to be suitable for use in cold climates, the system would
be required to harvest more energy from the expected limited
solar radiation. Hence, additional (or larger) solar panels are
needed to obtain similar operation times as in warmer climates.
A new off-the-shelf wind turbine will be tested in collaboration
with the solar power subsystem as a hybrid renewable energy
power source for the OTG radars. The wind turbine will provide
the necessary power to the OTG radar during rainstorm periods

Fig. 3. CASA OTG radar network test bed experimental facilities. Top view
of OTG X-band radars in yellow (15 km range circles), WSR-88D S-band radar
in red, (100 km range circle), and rain gauges in blue. The color scale represents
the terrain height (m) from the digital elevation map.

Fig. 4. CASA OTG radar network in yellow and rain gauges used for radar-
gauge data verification in blue. The image represents the tipping-bucket rain
gauges installed model.

when no power can be collected by the solar cell panels. This
way we will be able to take advantage of the higher winds that
usually accompany rainfall events. Moreover, a collaborative
energy resource-aware scheme will be developed to enhance
the lifetime operation of the OTG radar network.

Data can be collected over a fixed elevation angle with a
2 min to 3 min temporal resolution and a 120 m range reso-
lution. Data integration is performed over 12 transmitted pulses
and 10 PPI rotations within a 26 rpm antenna rotation, resulting
in an equivalent reflectivity accuracy of about 20%. While the
radar data integration scheme can result in a temporal resolution
of 30 s, due to the hardware limitations in the low-powered
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Fig. 5. CASA OTG radar network test bed system design architecture.

computer installed in the radar and the time required to process
and wirelessly transmits the data, the current data update time is
limited to 2 min. Hardware modifications will be implemented
to reduce the update time to 1 min.

B. Prototype Radar Calibration

During the summer and fall of 2009, the first OTG radar
prototype (OTG1) was deployed at the CHILL radar facility at
Colorado State University, and calibration and verification of
the radar’s operation were successfully performed (see Fig. 2
for an image of the radar calibration deployment). During this
process, the receiver calibration constants were estimated [10].
Other radars in the network were further calibrated based on the
first radar prototype calibration.

C. Radar Network Development and System Architecture

Our radar network test bed is being designed to provide radar
coverage over an area of western Puerto Rico that presently
has poor, low-altitude (below 2 km) radar coverage provided
by the single NEXRAD weather radar in Puerto Rico. The
current locations for the three OTG radar nodes that constitute
the network are shown in Fig. 3. Each yellow dashed-line circle
in Fig. 3 represents a 15 km OTG radar coverage ring, while
the red dashed line emphasizes the 100 km coverage range for
the NEXRAD radar. A tipping-bucket network of rain gauges
(blue in Fig. 3) is located within the radars’ coverage area
and provides comparison data for verification of radar-derived
rainfall precipitation estimates. The rain gauges have a time

Fig. 6. Side view of NEXRAD radar gap filled by the OTG radar network in
Puerto Rico.

resolution of 10 min, a minimum recorded rainfall amount of
0.1 mm, and a mean separation of 500 m [11]. Moreover, they
are located at distances ranging from 1.2 km to 12 km from
the OTG radars, and 108.3 km to 111.6 km from the NEXRAD
radar. Fig. 4 shows a closer view of the relative location of the
rain gauges and the OTG radar network. The rain gauges shown
in the figure are the ones available for radar data verification
during the events analyzed in this paper.

The OTG radar network system architecture is shown in
Fig. 5. As described in the figure, a vulnerability to disaster
model tool [12] was developed by CASA social scientist mem-
bers and was used to select the radar locations. Moreover, a site
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survey tool that takes into account the physical characteristics
of the site locations, including site accessibility, topography
and signal blockage, and beam height from ground level, was
implemented and also used for the selection of the radars’ sites
[13]. Communications for the OTG radar network are handled
by 802.11g wireless ad-hoc networking between the radars and
the access point. A resource-aware scheme is in development
to enhance the lifetime of the OTG radar network. Our goal
is to maximize the time that an OTG node can observe an
assigned region of the atmosphere with desired spatial and
temporal resolution through resource-aware radar scanning,
data processing, and data transmission strategies. Resource-
aware adaptation of those strategies by individual OTG nodes
could enhance the lifetime of the entire OTG network.

A grid portal interface was implemented to ensure a trans-
parent mechanism for accessing resources and grid services.
The manipulation of processed and raw data as well as the
visualization of weather information is available via a web
portal application. Data products can be assessed or requested
by the end users of the system through this web portal.

D. Radar Network Properties

A side-view illustration of the low-altitude sensing gap asso-
ciated with the NEXRAD radar over the OTG radar network
coverage is shown in Fig. 6. This figure illustrates why the
CASA concept of dense networks of small radars is more capa-
ble of providing low-altitude coverage than a “sparse network”
of large, long-range radars.

As presently deployed, the OTG radar network contributes to
filling this atmospheric sensing gap in western Puerto Rico. A
mean beam height of ∼563 m across the coverage domain can
be achieved with the OTG network configuration, while with
the NEXRAD radar a mean of ∼1800 m can be achieved within
the same coverage domain. In addition to providing improved
low-altitude coverage, our OTG network also achieves better
spatial resolution (mean value of 647 m across the coverage
domain, compared to 1846 m for the more distant NEXRAD
radar), and better temporal (2 min to 3 min compared to 5 min)
resolution updates. On the other hand, the NEXRAD radar can
provide lower reflectivity measurements (mean of −4.1 dBZ
compared to 7 dBZ for OTG Network) within the OTG network
coverage domain. Maps comparing the OTG network and the
NEXRAD radar coverage over the OTG network coverage
domain are presented in Fig. 7.

E. OTG Radar Technology Risk Assessment

The development of new radar technology is always
associated with the assessment of new risks. In order to design
the low-cost infrastructure for the OTG radar that is used in
the Puerto Rico OTG Radar Test Bed, a single-polarization
marine radar with minimum hardware sensing requirements
and a shorter operating wavelength (X-band) is used. The
radar is capable of producing single parameter reflectivity
measurements and does not have Doppler capability. Radars
incapable of coherent polarimetric and Doppler measurements
eliminate the possibility of using state of the art standalone
radar algorithms for rainfall attenuation correction and

quantitative estimation, clutter suppression, bias correction,
second trip echoes, among other systematic errors [14] that
could affect the data quality and proper estimation of rainfall
quantity. Moreover, scanning of the atmosphere can only be
possible in the sit-and-spin mode, limiting our capability of
synchronizing multiple beams into a specified direction for
common volume multi-radar network retrieval.

It is well documented that ground clutter can contaminate
radar measurements [15], resulting in errors when estimating
rainfall amounts (overestimation). For these radar nodes there
was no exception. Puerto Rico is characterized by a hilly
topography and dense vegetation, which causes the nodes to
detect many unwanted echoes (see Fig. 8 for an example of the
ground clutter return map as seen by the first installed prototype
OTG radar). Ground clutter is always a stationary echo that
is easy to identify and remove with the correct algorithms.
Since these radars only measure the echo power returns and
do not have the capability to obtain Doppler measurements,
a clutter removal algorithm based on Doppler observations
cannot be implemented. Moreover, reflectivity measurements
of rainfall data in regions of static clutter can be obscured or
undistinguished. Identification of these problems allows for the
investigation of new solutions for these low-cost and low-power
radars. Ground clutter can be suppressed in some regions using
clutter maps, although this method introduces uncertainties
in the rainfall data due to the clutter return variability under
different weather conditions. A node algorithm that uses clutter
maps to correct for static ground clutter was developed.

To define the clutter map, reflectivity fields above the mini-
mum radar sensitivity were selected. For the data analyzed in
this paper, the clutter map was created from 2 h (40 PPI scans)
of ground clutter median reflectivity data (in polar coordinates)
during clear air and collected just before the analyzed rainfall
events started (Fig. 9 top left for August 3, 2010 event). Fig. 9
top right shows the collected data for the August 3, 2010 event
without clutter correction. Two strategies were evaluated to
mitigate ground clutter from single radar data. The first strategy
subtracts the ground clutter map reflectivity from the sequence
of collected PPI data (Fig. 9 bottom left). Because of the
numerical properties of the Z and dBZ scales [16], we chose
to subtract in dBZ rather than Z.

Since in practice ground clutter does not always give a
consistent return, this strategy can result in ground clutter re-
flectivity residuals during clear air conditions and a random bias
during wet conditions. These random errors get worse when the
statistical sample used for the clutter map creation is limited.
Moreover, due to path-integrated attenuation, receiver satura-
tion, and variation in the power return from ground clutter in the
transition from dry to wet conditions, holes are created in the
corrected reflectivity field from locations of high ground clutter
returns (e.g., mountains and tall buildings) when the power
return is equal to or less than the power estimated by the clutter
map. The second strategy basically deletes the data at gates
where ground clutter was identified in the clutter map (Fig. 9
bottom right). This approach results in holes in the resulting
reflectivity field at all the locations where ground clutter was
identified. On the other hand, this approach reduces the ground
clutter random residual errors during clear air conditions.
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Fig. 7. OTG radar network (left) and NEXRAD S-band radar (right) comparison over OTG network coverage domain. (a) Minimum beam height overlaid digital
elevation maps, (b) beam size, and (c) minimum detectable reflectivity.

Since, the amount and location of ground clutter seen by
each radar in a radar network can vary greatly among radars
and the variable terrain in Puerto Rico, the ground clutter seen

by each radar is different from the other. This is an advantage
to the network configuration in areas, where the holes in the
reflectivity field are filled with data from the other surrounding
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Fig. 8. Ground clutter return map overlayed on Google terrain map for OTG
radar located at UPRM and using a 6◦ antenna tilt angle. The ground clutter
maps are used to correct the radar data.

Fig. 9. Example of results for clutter correction using a clutter map for the
OTG2 radar and using an antenna elevation angle of 5◦. This radar uses a
25 kW power transmitter, and, as a result, higher clutter returns are expected
when compared with the 4 kW radars (see Fig. 8). (Top left) Clutter map created
for data correction. (Top right) data collected during August 3, 2010 without
ground clutter correction. (Bottom left) Data corrected by subtracting the clutter
map dBZ reflectivity intensity. (Bottom right) Data corrected by deleting the
pixel locations where ground clutter was previously identified.

radars during the radar network merge, and when an overlap of
radars exists. This was the strategy used for the data analysis
in this paper and the approach is further explained with data
examples during the data collection initial results section.

Another limitation of radars operating at X-band frequency
is the high attenuation by the rainfall path [17]. This path-
integrated attenuation (PIA) can result in a severe problem
when estimating rainfall quantities from magnitude of power
reflections, even during short-range radar operation [18]. In
addition, the correction for rainfall attenuation of the received

Fig. 10. Mean reflectivity comparison between data from the NEXRAD
TJUA S-band radar (y-axis) and data from the CASA OTG1 radar (x-axis).
A data image from the convective event analyzed is shown at the bottom left.

signal can be a difficult task due to the mathematical form
of the attenuation equation and errors in the radar constant
calibration [19]. Since the CASA OTG radars operate at the
X-band frequency, the transmitted signal is affected by the two-
way rainfall path attenuation.

A reflectivity data comparison between the TJUA S-band
radar and CASA OTG radar was performed in order to esti-
mate the effects of rainfall attenuation. In Fig. 10, the mean
reflectivity data comparison for a tropical convective event in
Puerto Rico is shown. From the figure, it can be noticed that
path attenuation effects due to rainfall are noticeable at all re-
flectivity values. Moreover, we can observe from the figure how
as the rainfall intensity increases (higher reflectivity values),
the signal attenuation in the X-band radar data also increases,
resulting in an underestimation of about 10 dB from the S-band
radar estimated reflectivity.

While the clutter and attenuation correction limitations seem
to be a problem for individual nodes, in a radar network config-
uration, the different views of the same event can mitigate these
standalone radar problems. By carefully studying the locations
of the overlapped regions of the individual nodes, it was noted
that clutter regions were different from node to node. Moreover,
an algorithm was developed to remove clutter from adjacent
nodes using the network configuration. These algorithms could
be applied in overlapped regions covered by two or more radars.
This is implemented by merging the data of two or more nodes
and replacing the affected volumes with data from the adjacent
nodes that are clutter-free.

Since the OTG radars are incapable of coherent polarimetric
measurements, this eliminates the possibility of using state-of-
the-art standalone radar algorithms based on phase measure-
ments for rainfall attenuation correction. Standard correction
algorithms that rely only on power measurements require
prior knowledge of a power-law relationship between the rain-
fall attenuation coefficient and the rain rate, which exhibits
a significant influence on the raindrop size and temperature
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Fig. 11. Diagram explaining the radar network data merge algorithm. For each
grid point spacing, a nearest point algorithm that selects the polar grid gate that
resulted in the nearest point for each specific grid pixel was used to interpolate
the radar node gate data to the 2-D grid on the PPI scan surface. The maximum
reflectivity algorithm is used to merge the radars’ data and to create the data
composite image with a 100 m × 100 m pixel size grid F.

distributions [20]. In order to estimate an appropriate rela-
tionship, DSD measurements are required and the DSD data
was not available for this study. Moreover, these attenuation
correction methods are very sensitive to calibration errors and
unstable for large path-integrated attenuation.

Furthermore, it is most unlikely that the paths from different
radars while observing the same rainfall event will suffer from
the same rainfall path attenuation. In this situation, only the
least affected beam can be used to obtain the rainfall reflectivity
measurements, which results in the mitigation of errors in the
quantitative precipitation estimates. Due to the short range
coverage (15 km) and networked operation of the OTG radars,
the authors are investigating the possibility of using a simpler
version of the reflectivity retrieval in a networked radar environ-
ment algorithm [21]. In the meantime, the maximum reflectivity
data merged algorithm demonstrated useful for those locations
with strong rainfall path attenuation.

While the limitations in the radar hardware will compromise
the quantitative capability for rainfall estimation for this type
of radar, a short-range and dense OTG radar network config-
uration will provide the required coverage (below 2 km) for
the NEXRAD radar sensing gap in western Puerto Rico with
higher spatial (647 m instead of 1846 km mean cross-range
resolution) and temporal (2–3 min instead of 5 min) resolution,
using a low-cost and minimal infrastructure system. In addition,
the network radar configuration will help mitigate the rainfall
attenuation and ground clutter effects and will provide the
capability of cross-radar calibration and bias correction within
the overlapping areas, improving the data quality, rainfall esti-
mation and mapping, urban flooding prediction, and decision-
making during emergency weather events.

IV. DATA COLLECTION INITIAL RESULTS

A. OTG X-Band Radar Network and S-Band Radar Data

Data analysis and comparison between radars and rain
gauges were performed in a Cartesian grid map. To interpolate

Fig. 12. Flow chart diagram summarizing the fundamental standalone and
network algorithms used for the OTG radar network data processing.

the gate data to the 2-D grid on the PPI scan surface, a
nearest point algorithm was used. For each grid point spacing,
the algorithm selects the polar grid gate that resulted in the
nearest point for each grid pixel was selected (see Fig. 11 for
graphical details). A 100 m grid point spacing was used for the
conversion. A flow chart diagram summarizing the fundamental
standalone and network algorithms used for the OTG radar
network data processing is shown in Fig. 12.

The OTG radars were deployed and operated with over-
lapping coverage so that multiple simultaneous views of the
rainfall were obtained with this network. A data merging al-
gorithm was used to convert these multiple views into a single
value. This algorithm is based on the selection of maximum
reflectivity from the set of OTG radar views of a particular
volume. These results were then used to create merged reflec-
tivity images of the weather observed by the OTG network,
which were then compared with reflectivity images from
the NEXRAD radar and data from the rain gauge network
[22]. Three convective rainfall events from August 3, 2010,
August 9, 2010, and July 28, 2011 with duration of 2.5 h,
1.5 h, and 3 h, respectively, were analyzed. An example of
data collected by each of the OTG radars and the resulting
data mosaics are shown in Figs. 13–15 for the August 3, 2010,
August 9, 2010 and July 28, 2011 events, respectively.

Since the OTG radars are situated in a region of hilly terrain,
some of the ray paths are subjected to clutter contamination,
and some are subjected to blockage from elevated regions. A
clutter map was used to eliminate the ground clutter contam-
ination. The images of the OTG2 radar (Figs. 13 and 14 top
center) clearly illustrate this: pixels lacking reflectivity data can
be observed surrounded by pixels having high reflectivity, as a
result of the ground clutter elimination algorithm. This effect is
mitigated when the data from several OTG radars are combined,
as shown in the merged radars image (Figs. 13 and 14 bottom
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Fig. 13. OTG radar network data for the August 3, 2010 event. Top from left to right: OTG1, OTG2, and OTG3 radars. The bottom figures show a side-by-side
data comparison between the OTG radar network merged reflectivity image (left) and the NWS S-band TJUA WSR-88D radar image (right).

Fig. 14. OTG radar network data for the August 9, 2010 event. Top from left to right: OTG1, OTG2, and OTG3 radars. The bottom figures show a side-by-side
data comparison between the OTG radar network merged reflectivity image (left) and the NWS S-band TJUA WSR-88D radar image (right).

left). This image shows how those pixels having “no data”
from particular radar tend to become filled with data from other
radars in the network covering the same area.

The lower right images of Figs. 13–15 show the NEXRAD
radar image side-by-side with the OTG radar network merged
images. The increased spatial resolution of the OTG image
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Fig. 15. OTG radar network data for the July 28, 2011 event. Top from left
to right: OTG1 and OTG3 radars. The bottom figures show a side-by-side data
comparison between the OTG radar network merged reflectivity image (left)
and the NWS S-band TJUA WSR-88D radar image (right).

is obvious when compared with the image from the larger,
more distant radar. The rain cell in the bottom left image of
Fig. 14, between the OTG2 and OTG3 coverage circle limits,
shows an area with low reflectivity, surrounded by a ring of
high intensity rain; this detailed structure is not resolved in
the S-band radar image due to the coarser resolution achieved
with that operational radar. In addition, at the top of Fig. 14
NEXRAD data image (bottom right), a set of low reflectivity
pixels can be observed which are not present in the CASA
OTG merged reflectivity data image (bottom left). This low
reflectivity data appearance in the NEXRAD image can be a
result of high elevation volume sampling of precipitation that
evaporates before reaching the Earth’s surface (called virga
within weather radar community). For this particular case, we
do not believe that this effect is caused by attenuation, because
the rain cells in question did not appear in any of the three radars
collected data, even though the rain cells were in paths with
minimal to no integrated attenuation.

Moreover, after comparing the reflectivity data with data
from the NEXRAD radar, a reduction in the measured reflectiv-
ity due to signal attenuation in the rainfall path can be identified
in the lower left region of the July 28, 2011 event OTG3 radar
image (Fig. 15 top left). This attenuation is expected due to
the high intensity precipitation within the signal path in that
direction. It is expected that the network configuration helps
mitigate this problem if multiple views of the same precipitation
event are available.

B. Rainfall Estimation and Verification

In this section, we perform a comparison between rain rates
and accumulated rainfall amounts derived from the OTG radar,
NEXRAD radar, and rain gauges. This is our first look at such
a comparison, and we use relatively simple approaches to pro-
cessing the radar data, such as the merged reflectivity described
above, no attempt to compensate for rainfall attenuation, and

Fig. 16. Flow chart explaining the methodology to process the OTG radar
network data and final rainfall estimation products and verification.

clutter removal using a clutter map. Given this simplicity, we
consider this as only a preliminary comparison.

Fig. 16 shows a flowchart that explains the methodology to
process the OTG radar network data and final rainfall estimation
products and verification. The rain rate was estimated from the
reflectivity measurements of both X- and S-band radars using
the NWS Z−R relationship [23] for convective type events
as in

Z = 250R1.2 (1)

where Z is the reflectivity in non-logarithmic units mm6/m3

and R is the rain rate in mm. While the rain gauge network is
composed of 28 gauges, for the August 3, 2010, August 9, 2010,
and July 28, 2011 events, only five, four, and three rain gauges,
respectively, were in operation and collected rainfall data.

The mean rainfall rate and accumulation were estimated over
each rain gauge, and the mean estimated values are plotted in
Figs. 17–19 for each of the three events. A line plot is included
for each of the X-band OTG radars, the merged X-band data,
the S-band radar, and the rain gauges estimate. For the X-band
data, a 500 m2 area reflectivity mean was performed over each
of the rain gauges to obtain the rainfall estimates, while for the
S-band radar, a 3 km mean was selected. This will allow for
minimization of any random errors within a single pixel of data
[24]. The rain gauges are used for ground verification of the
rainfall quantities estimated from the radar data. While the rain
gauges are commonly used for this purpose, it is important to
mention that their measurement of rainfall is accompanied by
uncertainties caused by both random and systematic errors.

The consistent rainfall overestimate of the merged data is
probably caused due to echo coverage “blooming” that is a
result of a duplication of reflectivity fields due to the scan time
differences. Radar data synchronization or faster data collection
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Fig. 17. (Left) Rain rate and (right) event accumulation plots for August 3, 2010.

Fig. 18. (Left) Rain rate and (right) event accumulation plots for August 9, 2010.

Fig. 19. (Left) Rain rate and (right) event accumulation plots for July 28, 2011.

updates would help to solve this data merging problem. While
in the data set analyzed for this paper, the correlation between
speed of echo motion and error magnitude was not clearly
noticed because all the events resulted in similar mean echo
motion speeds obtained from S-band Doppler velocity data
(4.3 m/s, 4.9 m/s, and 4.1 m/s for August 3 and 9 and July 28
events, respectively), this sort of correlation is expected and will
be a case study in future data analysis. Moreover, while cali-
bration inconsistencies are expected to be random, the authors
believe that the merged data always provided a positive bias
because the data merge was based on the maximum reflectivity
field retrieval from all the radars available and the scan time
differences. This method tends to favor radars that are overes-
timating the reflectivity field. In addition, the differences in the
estimated rain rates can be a result of different altitudes of the
radar beams when sampling the data volume, different radar
types and hence different reflectivity calibration constants and
algorithms.

The mean normalized bias (2) and mean normalized standard
deviation (3) for each of the individual radars and the merged
network radar data were calculated for total storm accumula-
tions, using each individual rain gauge’s accumulation as an
iteration [26]

B =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
Aradar

i −Agauge
i

Agauge
i

)
(2)

RSD =

(
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
Aradar

i −Agauge
i

Agauge
i

)2
)1/2

(3)

where N is the total number of rain gauges and A is the rainfall
accumulation estimate either from the radars or the rain gauges.
Tables II and III summarize the results for the radar-gauge
comparison for storm total accumulations.

For the August 3, 2010 event, the best radar-gauge error com-
parison was obtained from the OTG1 radar with an estimated
error of 26%. Moreover, OTG2 resulted with the worst rainfall
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TABLE II
RADAR-GAUGE NORMALIZED MEAN BIASES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE AUGUST 3, 2010 (FIVE RAIN GAUGES),

AUGUST 9, 2010 (FOUR RAIN GAUGES), AND JULY 28, 2011 (THREE RAIN GAUGES) EVENTS RAINFALL STORM TOTALS

TABLE III
RADAR-GAUGE NORMALIZED MEAN BIASES AND STANDARD

DEVIATIONS FOR THE JULY 28, 2011 (THREE RAIN GAUGES)
EVENT RAINFALL STORM TOTALS

estimation performance, which we attributed to partial beam
blockage from surroundings trees, buildings, and mountains
in the rain gauges’ path. OTG3 comparison results show the
lowest bias in rainfall estimation. The three X-band radars show
a slight underestimation that can be related to some signal
attenuation. Furthermore, the merged data estimates resulted
in a slight overestimation of the rainfall. The positive bias is
attributed to the echo coverage “blooming” that is a result of a
duplication of reflectivity fields due to the scan time differences.

For the August 9, 2010 event results, it can be observed that
the rainfall accumulations obtained from the gauges data did not
match the rainfall accumulations obtained from the OTG radars
and the S-band radar. Since the radar rainfall accumulation
comparison obtained by the X-band radars and the S-band radar
agree when compared to each other, we hypothesize that the
large biases and errors obtained in the radar-gauge comparison
was due to errors in the gauges rainfall accumulation.

For the July 28, 2011 event, both OTG1 and OTG3 radars’
total storm accumulations closely match the accumulation from
the rain gauges estimates resulting in a 0.02 and −0.05 nor-
malized bias and 0.15 and 0.13 normalized standard deviation
for the OTG1 and OTG3 radars, respectively. The improvement
in rainfall estimation can be a result of the improved time
resolution in the data (from 3 min to 2 min) and improved
radar calibration (receivers were recalibrated). It is important
to mention that as for the August 9, 2010 case for the analyzed
data during this event, both OTG1 and OTG3 radars resulted
in less error than the S-band radar when comparing the rainfall
estimation with the rain gauges estimates.

If we do not take into account the errors from the August 9,
2010 case due to the difference in the rainfall accumulations
between the radars and the rain gauges as previously discussed,
these preliminary results from the other two case studies show
rainfall accumulation estimates with errors in the order of
∼60% or better can be achieved with these low-cost and
minimal infrastructure OTG X-band radars.

These results need to be interpreted with care, and they
should be considered as a preliminary result due to the limited
amount of data analyzed. Several random errors in the X-band
radar data may be impacting these results. These errors include:
radar calibration, attenuation, beam blockage, clutter, azimuth
beam position calibration, and the impacts of limited pulse
integration time. In addition, the radars’ time difference (2 min
and 3 min) in data collection can result in rainfall amount
overestimation when the maximum reflectivity algorithm is
used to merge the network data.

Moreover, rain gauge uncertainties can contribute to the
radar-gauge error estimation. We intend to focus on such errors
as we go forward and put more work into this analysis.

V. END USER VALIDATION

In order to develop a technology that meets the needs of
the end-user community, which includes the NWS, emergency
management agencies, researchers, and the general public,
CASA has taken the challenge of understanding the needs of
the end-user community and incorporating them into the radar
system design and implementation. Since the start of the CASA
STB project, we have been in contact with the NWS Weather
Forecast Office (WFO) in Puerto Rico in order to discuss the
need of gap-filling radar network in Western Puerto Rico and
its value for the community.

As a first attempt for the STB radar network demonstration
and user validation, the NWS asked the CASA team for the
possibility to provide support to the NWS with one or more
radars during the 2010 CAC Games, to be hosted by Mayagüez
with the games venue right within coverage of the radars.
Two radars were operated during the duration of the games,
providing real-time reflectivity data images to the NWS WFO
and the emergency and organization personnel of the games.
This event provided the STB with the opportunity of showing
the new OTG radar technology and products to the weather and
meteorology, and emergency managers community in Puerto
Rico and was the first step for collaboration and expected
support from this community.

A water spout developed in the western coast waters on
July 1, 2010, just days before the CAC games began and
followed its path inland, hitting an area close the games venue
and causing property damages. One of the OTG radars collected
data during the time of the event and the data was requested by
and sent to the NWS WFO for further analysis. Fig. 20 shows
the image of the data collected during the water spout event as
was sent and analyzed by the NWS WFO.
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Fig. 20. Water spout event on July 1, 2010. Data collected by the CASA OTG
radar was analyzed by the NWS San Juan WFO and the possible location for
the water spout hook echo and another possible vortex rotation were identified
and marked with arrows in the figure. The radar range as marked by the
dotted ring is 15 km. The possible water spout hook echo was located at about
7 km from the radar in the 300◦ direction and the possible other weaker vortex
2 km northwest.

Meteorologists at the NWS WFO identified the possible
location of the water spout hook echo and another possible
vortex rotation. The possible water spout hook echo was located
at about 7 km from the radar in the 300◦ direction, and there
was possibly another weaker vortex 2 km northwest of the
water spout. These are identified and marked with arrows in the
figure. Since the water spout event touchdown lasted for a very
short amount of time and the data collection update time was
3 min, the water spout rotation was identified in only one PPI
radar data image. While we were able to identify this signature
with our improved spatial and temporal resolution data, none of
these signatures appeared in the NEXRAD S-band radar due to
its resolution and high altitude sampling limitations.

Moreover, on July 17, 2010, the day of the games’ opening
ceremony, another hazardous weather event hits the games
venue. This time, the event was classified by the NWS WFO
as a local squall with maximum winds measured by ground
instruments of approximately 50 mph. The winds tore lighting
towers, smashing cars, and injuring three people, and the event
was broadcast by local and international newspapers. Data was
collected with one of the OTG radars, and a sequence of images
is shown in Fig. 21. A white dot within the data images points
to the location of the CAC games opening ceremony venue.
The data set clearly shows the sudden development of a strong
rainfall cell with a shape similar to a cross, that developed over
the games venue and which caused the damages.

The analysis of the data collected during the two described
events provided the NWS WFO with an insight of the limitation
and advantages of the data products that can be obtained with
a gap-filling short range radar network. Different quotes from
the San Juan NWS WFO were distributed to the CASA team
and other government agencies. In one of the statements, the
Science and Operations Officer, Mr. Gary Votaw wrote the
following,

“Having immediate access to CASA images can provide
a stronger indication of what is happening closer to the

Fig. 21. Collected data image sequence for squall line event on July 17, 2010.

surface. Without CASA it would be exceptionally difficult
to issue a warning for a tornado or water spout without
real-time communication with an eyewitness on site.”
Moreover, the Meteorologist in Charge, Mr. Israel Matos,

stated his support to the project and confirmed the use of the
radar data with the following statement,

“The professors and students from Mayagüez have done
an exceptional job in developing and getting three radars
in full operations to date, which is not an easy task. Our
Office was able to use one of these radars to support the
XXI CAC Sport Games.”

These statements validate and confirm the usefulness and
the importance in using short-range weather radar networks
to provide low altitude and improved spatial and temporal
resolution coverage in locations where sensing gaps exist.

VI. SUMMARY

A description of the low-cost and minimal infrastructure
OTG weather radar concept, design, network configuration
properties, and initial collected data results were presented.
Operation as a network was achieved with the deployment
of three OTG nodes. Side-by-side data verification with the
NEXRAD S-band radar was demonstrated. As an indication
of the potential for this technology, a preliminary assessment
of the use of OTG radar network data for precipitation es-
timation was performed by comparing single and composite
radar data from the network with measurements from the
S-band NEXRAD radar, along with rainfall data from a set
of rain gauges. Even though ground clutter and rainfall path
attenuation at X-band are the main limitation in data collection
for single polarization and non-Doppler radars, the benefits of
overlapping and network configuration operation to mitigate
these limitations was demonstrated. Our results suggest this
low-cost radar network can provide rainfall estimation with an
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error of ∼60% or less when errors in calibration bias and data
quality are assessed. Further work on calibration, attenuation
compensation, and other potential error sources is ongoing to
further explore the capability of this technology.

Various atmospheric events have been observed in which
the overlapping capabilities of the network show the potential
of clutter identification and mitigation. Since the operation of
the nodes is OTG, power outages can be easily overcome.
Demonstration and user validation of the OTG radar network
system were demonstrated while providing support to the NWS
at the 2010 CAC Games, hosted by Mayagüez. The major
contribution of this low-cost and low infrastructure radar net-
work has been to provide complementary data to support the
current NWS San Juan weather forecast and decision making
(i.e., flooding and low-level events) for the western coast of
Puerto Rico.
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